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CAHOOTS NI – WORLD CLASS CHILDREN’S THEATRE

Cahoots NI was founded by Paul Bosco Mc Eneaney and Zoe Seaton in November 2001 and has been producing original, high quality work for young children and their families throughout Northern Ireland since that date. The company developed a unique and distinctive performance style, an instantly recognisable identity, and has consistently demonstrated excellence and sustainability.

Today Cahoots NI is established as a highly regarded award winning arts organisation in Northern Ireland’s cultural landscape. It has a substantial repertoire of original work to its credit, is respected at home and abroad and is on an upward trajectory with plans for continuous development over the next year and beyond.

W: cahootsni.com

@CahootsNI
#CahootsNImagic
Creative Team

Paul Bosco Mc Eneaney - Writer

Paul Bosco Mc Eneaney is from County Armagh, Northern Ireland, and is the founder member and Artistic Director of Cahoots NI, which began operations in November 2001. In his role as AD of the company he has produced and directed many shows including Pinocchio, Under the Hawthorn Tree, Shh! We Have a Plan, The Gift, A Spell of Cold Weather, Egg, The Incredible Book Eating Boy and The Snail and the Whale. Writing credits include Egg, Lights! Camera! Math!, The Family Hoffmann’s Mystery Palace and Cuchulain: The Hound of Ulster.

Paul has worked as an illusion consultant on productions ranging from Shakespeare in the open air to West End musicals. He is Secretary of Theatre for Young Audiences (TYA), the UK centre of ASSITEJ - the International Association of Theatre for Children and Young People.

As an actor Paul was nominated for the prestigious Ian Charleson award and received a Commendation from the National Theatre for his performance in A Midsummer Nights Dream at the Lyric Theatre, Belfast. In November 2011 The Belfast Metropolitan College honoured Paul with an Award of Distinction for his contribution to the Arts.
Tour Contacts

Cahoots NI
109 - 113 Royal Avenue
Belfast
BT1 1FF
Northern Ireland

Tel: +44 28 9043 4349
W:  www.cahootsni.com
E:  info@cahootsni.com

Operations Manager:
Matthew Bradley
E: matthew@cahootsni.com

Creative Engagement Manager:
Emma Wilson
E: emma@cahootsni.com

American Tour Representatives

Holden & Arts Associates

Spring Karlo
sk@holdenarts.org
phone: 512-477-1859
fax: 512-477-3908
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Cahoots NI presents

Danny Carmo’s Mathematical Mysteries

Written by Paul Bosco Mc Eneaney

Prepare to be amazed, dazzled & bewildered by Cahoots NI’s mind-blowing production Danny Carmo’s Mathematical Mysteries - a spectacular show where Maths, Theatre and Digital Technology collide to create a fun and interactive performance proving that understanding maths can be fun!

Meet Danny Carmo - It’s not so long ago that he thought school and, in particular, maths wasn’t for him. He was more interested in dreaming about a future on the stage & perhaps the big screen - all he ever wanted to be was a famous magician!!! But when he knuckled down to learn all the tricks of the trade he realised that Math was not only essential… but was the SECRET to a whole load of magic!!!

A revised production of Cahoots NI’s popular spring 2017 Lights! Camera! Math! tour, featuring the same thrilling tricks with a new large-scale digital screen.

Duration: 1 hour and is suitable for family audiences & Grades 3rd - 6th.

Audience Reviews:

Grade 3rd - 6th Teachers

‘It was a nail-biting, heart pumping, feet stamping show’, ‘It was brilliant because it combined maths and magic and was really amazing.’

“The show was quite simply outstanding and relevant!”

“The pupils were mesmerised. Not only do they want to know how to do the magic tricks, they want to know how the maths works. Success! A fantastic addition to the school’s maths programme.”

“I have to say this was one of the best, if not the best show ever to have been presented to us.”

“Many of the activities consolidated work across this year, such as Magic Squares. It has encouraged them to use their thinking skills in problem solving investigations. It has made maths fun!”

“The content was very relevant to the curriculum and great to see maths presented in such an innovative and exciting way.”